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SUMMARY
The CalDigit VR, the most complete two drive RAID system on the market today, is now shipping. It offers
impressive performance, unmatched connectivity, and superior quality all in a sleek and easily upgradable
enclosure that is both small and functional.
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The CalDigit VR. Serious Storage. Simplified. Shipping Now.
Placentia, California, February 2, 2009 - The CalDigit VR, the most complete two drive RAID system on
the market today, is now shipping. It offers impressive performance, unmatched connectivity, and superior
quality all in a sleek and easily upgradable enclosure that is both small and functional.
Hardware RAID support for RAID 0, 1, and JBOD provides maximum flexibility. Additionally the
quadruple interface supports USB 2.0, FireWire 400, FireWire 800 and eSATA, making the CalDigit VR
extremely versatile. The CalDigit VR has two hot swappable drive modules, allowing for easy
replacement and expansion. The advanced modular design even allows for easy replacement of the fan.
The CalDigit VR can reach speeds up to 220MB/s in RAID 0, and over 100MB/s with RAID 1 protection.
RAID 1 provides the ultimate in protection and backup for valuable data, by mirroring data on both drives.
If a drive fails all data can be restored.
Made from quality components the CalDigit VR is designed to last, and comes with CalDigit's industry
leading warranty and knowledgeable tech support. An advanced environmental monitor provides detailed
information about temperature, fan RPM and hard drive health, so you are always in the know. The sleek
and sexy design is as functional as it is good looking. A front side power button makes powering the unit
on and off a breeze, and the all aluminum enclosure provides additional heat dissipation.
The energy saving, ambient temperature controlled smart fan, runs extremely quiet ensuring proper
airflow and advance cooling without compromise. In-fact the fan doesnʼt even run unless the CalDigit VR
needs additional cooling. The CalDigit VR comes with advanced software that provides easy
management, monitoring, diagnostic reports, email notifications, and firmware update capabilities. This
provides users with interactive assurance.
The easy to read orange back lit LCD provides valuable data and added confidence that's just a glance
away. It also includes a fun nickname feature that allows users to customize their LCD with a nickname.
Additionally LED status lights provide a visual representation of the CalDigit VR's operation. As if that's
not enough an audible alert can also be set. The CalDigit VR includes a security lock as well as locking
drive modules. For sensitive data, the CalDigit VR's software provides password protection against
unauthorized changes.
The CalDigit VR has everything you need in the box. While other solutions require an additional
purchase to use eSATA, the CalDigit VR includes an eSATA extender standard, a $29.99 value.
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Price & Availability
The CalDigit VR is available now through a variety of resellers and starts at just $499 for 1.28TB. A 4TB
model will be available soon.
About CalDigit (www.caldigit.com)
CalDigit has been dedicated to the content creation industry for over ten years. Every product is
exclusively designed with the users requirement in mind. CalDigit has a team of world-class software and
hardware engineers. Closely bonded, the CalDigit team works to develop the best RAID software and
hardware in the industry. CalDigit is the one source for Video Editors, Photographers and Musicians.
CalDigit offers users a secure, practical, and a sleek modular design, which provides users with advanced
replacement and true single vendor support. CalDigit is your complete RAID solution choice, at an
affordable price. Corporate headquarters are located in Northern Orange County, California, where all
products are tested and assembled.
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For more information on CalDigit products and/or an interview please contact:
Jared Picune, Vice President of Sales & Marketing (714) 572-6668
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